
Five Minutes Into The Future...
The world is awash in secrets.  Hidden cities, invisible wars, monsters, and alien

presences.  There can be no doubt that these unseen issues are coming to a head in the new
millennium.  The darkness is spreading, the old powers are being challenged by the new, the
cracks in the lie that is objective truth are spreading.  Now is the time for heroes, for stalwart men
and women to rise up and face the terror of the night and claim the world for the human race
before it is too late and all is lost.

This is a roleplaying game set in the modern world and near future possibilities.  In such
games, on person takes on the role of Game Master, serving as narrator and most of the cast,
while the other players take on the role of individual characters living in the game world and
facing the challenges the Game Master presents to them.  The game play is primarily verbal
though figures and models can be helpful in determining who was where when the action starts.
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Characters
The heroes and villains and monsters that fill the world are all characters and defined by

the same basic terms and ratings.  Many of the people in the world are just extras and don’t need
to be represented by game information.  They’ve got lives and jobs and hobbies but they aren’t
important to the story of the player characters so they can mostly be ignored.  If the players take
interest in a random stranger it’s safe to assume that most of them just have a ten in each of their
characteristics and any skills appropriate to their position.

Characteristics
There are five characteristics which are used to define the basic capabilities of an

individual.  These are on a scale where an average human has a rating of ten and only rare
individuals ever exceed a fifteen with ratings of nineteen and twenty being virtually superhuman. 
Improving a characteristic takes twice as long as improving a skill.

Awareness Coordination Knowledge Personality Strength

Awareness measures the character’s
general alertness and the acuity of their
sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste.

Coordination indicates their neuro-
muscular memory, sense of balance, and fine
motor control.

Knowledge is a measure of general
education, speed of recall, and learning
ability.

Personality indicates sense of self,
willpower, social skills and to a lesser extent
voice and appearance.

Strength is primarily indicative of
muscular development and to a lesser extent
size.  Size is primarily represented with the
size traits: Tiny, Small, Medium, Large, and
Huge.  But there is a great range within each
that is partially represented by Strength.

Status
In some setting’s a character’s

birthright is very important and can be
measured much like a Characteristic.  Status
differs from Characteristics in that it cannot
be changed by training and experience but
can be changed by experiences.

Fortune
In heroic games heroic characters get

some protection from death.  Fortune is a
characteristic that serves as extra hit points
that are absorbed before they can take
physical injury.

Hit Points
The amount of damage an individual

can take before being incapacitated or killed
is equal to their Strength.

Tiny Strength / 4
Small Strength / 2
Medium Strength
Large Strength x 2
Huge Strength x 4
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Skills
Skills qualify a character to

undertake a set of activities with associated
and related knowledge base.  All skills have
a base unskilled modifier of -3.  It only takes
three months to get that to a -2, six months
to -1, and a year to 0.  While it is possible to
have a skill rating equal to its aptitude
characteristic in one year in general people
develop multiple skills at one time so
careers assume the character is working on
five skills at the same time for five years.

Mod Total Time +1 Time
-3 unskilled
-2 3 months
-1 6 months +3 months
0 1 year +6 months
+1 2 years +1 year
+2 4 years +2 years
+3 8 years +4 years

Cultural Awareness
Skills that are not found in a

character’s culture are generally learned at
an additional -2.  A primitive hunter gatherer
might be able to learn to pilot an advanced
fighter jet but they’re at a significant
disadvantage as they haven’t even seen
movies where it is done.

Fundamental Skills
There are some abilities that are

simply automatic.  A character can
reasonably be expected to be able to speak
their own language, throw a punch or a ball,
run, climb, and engage in common activities
of daily living within their culture at their
Characteristic level with no unskilled
penalty.  This means that it takes a year to
improve to the +1 level.

Creating A Character
Heroic human player characters start

with a rating of 10 in each of their
Characteristics.  They also  have 5 points to
spend.  Ordinary non-player characters only
the basic rating but may trade around up to
five points.  A character’s culture and
primary education will provide some
fundamental skills but after that they will
have to pursue a career or education.

Characters are assumed to start at
fifteen years old and undertake careers in
five year increments.  At this age they have
some fundamental skills and can have two
hobby skills that are available in civilian
life. 

Careers assume that a character
develops five skills over five years and then
develops a +1 over the next five years.  The
Characteristics given for each career are a
suggested purchase for the base five points
and are not in addition to them.

Promotions are gained every two and
a half years.  Annual income is $10000 x
Rank per year but is not gained if the
character is a student.  Living expenses are $
9000 x Rank per year so annual savings are
$1000 x Rank per year or $ 5000 every five
years. 

A character can develop skills
outside of careers through education and
personal pursuits but education costs money
and personal pursuits don’t pay a salary.

Life is tough, for every five years
after twenty-five, the player must take a set
back.  They serve to balance character
creation and to prevent old characters from
becoming too powerful.  Skill penalties can
be applied to one or two skills from the
listed category but cannot reduce the rating
below Characteristic - 5.
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Set Backs
1 Creaking Joints. (-1 Agility)
2 You’re not active enough. (-1 Endurance)
3 You’ve had enough of this. (-1 Charisma)
4 Your eyes are dim. (-1 Perception)
5 You’re losing track. (-1 Knowledge)
6 Ohhh your back. (-1 Strength) 
7 You’re getting soft (-1 Willpower)
8 You’re slowing down. (-1 Reflexes)
9 Just old fashioned. (-2 Academic)
10 Out of touch (-2 Artistic)
11 All washed up. (-2 Armed Combat)
12 What a has been. (-2 Athletic)
13 Get off the road! (-2 Drive)
14 Your hands shake. (-2 Gunnery)
15 Poor depth perception (-2 Pilot)
16 Cant see straight (-2 Ranged Weapons)
17 Out of touch (-2 Social)
18 You’re Out of date. (- 2 Technician)
19 You can’t get ahead (- Rank x $1000)
20 Demoted (Rank -1)

Skills

Academic
Biology (Knowledge )
Chemistry (Knowledge)
Economics (Knowledge)
Law (Knowledge)
Medicine (Knowledge)
Physics (Knowledge)

Artistic
Act (Personality)
Dance (Coordination)
Illustrate (Awareness)
Play Instrument (Coordination)
Sing (Endurance)

Armed Combat
Axes (Strength)
Clubs and Maces (Strength)
Knives (Coordination)
Swords (Coordination)
Spears (Coordination)
Staves (Coordination)
Unarmed (Coordination)

Athletic
Acrobatics (Coordination)
Climbing (Coordination)
Stealth (Awareness)
Swimming (Endurance)

Drive 
Floatation (Awareness)
Legs (Awareness)
Hover (Awareness)
Tracks (Awareness)
Wheels (Awareness)

Gunnery
Cannon (Awareness)
Missiles (Knowledge)

Pilot
Fixed Winged Aircraft (Awareness)
Ornithopters  (Awareness)
Rotary Winged (Awareness)
Space Craft (Awareness )
Submersibles (Awareness)

Ranged Weapons
Bows (Coordination)
Firearms (Coordination)

Social
Charm (Personality)
Leadership (Personality)
Lying (Personality)
Negotiation(Personality)

Technician
Computer (Knowledge)
Electrical (Knowledge)
Mechanical (Knowledge)
Fission (Knowledge)
Fusion (Knowledge)
Jets & Rockets (Knowledge)
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Skills
The list of skills is far from exhaustive and many skills can be added with a little

consideration.  

Academic
Skills involving professional trained

knowledge.
Biology (Knowledge ), Chemistry

(Knowledge), Economics (Knowledge), Law
(Knowledge), Medicine (Knowledge),

Physics (Knowledge)

Armed Combat
The use of various implements to hit

people.
Axes (Strength), Clubs and Maces

(Strength), Knives (Coordination), Swords
(Coordination), Spears (Coordination),
Staves (Coordination), Unarmed
(Coordination)

Artistic
These skills are primarily used to

generate income but can serve as a cover
identity when infiltrating elite
establishments.  

Act (Personality), Dance
(Coordination), Illustrate (Awareness), Sing
(Endurance)

Mom’s Fridge +1
Small Municipal Venue 0
Large Municipal Venue -2
Regional Venue -4
Planetary Venue -6

Athletic
The physical training needed to

accomplish amazing feats.
Acrobatics (Coordination), Climbing

(Coordination), Stealth (Awareness),
Swimming (Endurance), Throw

(Coordination), Unarmed Combat

(Coordination)

Easy (Sommersault) +1
Hard (Back Flip) -1

Drive 
The practice and common sense

needed to not crash a vehicle.
Floatation (Awareness), Legs

(Awareness), Hover (Awareness), Tracks
(Awareness), Wheels (Awareness)

+1 Under Half Speed
-1 Tight Turn
-1 Rough or Slick Conditions

Gunnery
The firing of weapons mounted on

emplacements and vehicles.
Cannon (Awareness), Lasers

(Awareness), Missiles (Knowledge), 
Particle Beams (Awareness), Plasma
(Awareness)

Pilot
The art of missing the ground in

flight.  Piloting is used for vehicles that
move in three dimensions.

Fixed Winged Aircraft (Awareness),
Ornithopters  (Awareness ), Rotary Winged
(Awareness), Space Craft (Awareness),

Submersibles (Awareness)

+1 Under Half Speed
-1 Tight Turn
-1 Turbulence, Asteroid Fields
-4 Quantum Asteroid Fields
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Ranged Weapons
The firing of weapons held in the

hands at those too far to reach out and touch.
Firearms (Coordination), Lasers

(Coordination), Particle Beams
(Coordination), Plasma (Coordination)

Social
The ability to verbally convince

others of one’s views.
Charm (Personality), Leadership

(Personality), Lying (Knowledge),
Negotiation (Personality)

+1 Friend
-1 Opponent
-4 Enemy

Technical
The fixing and repairing of

equipment and vehicles. 
Computer (Knowledge),  Electrical

(Knowledge)
Mechanical (Knowledge), Fission

(Knowledge), Fusion (Knowledge),
Rockets and Jets (Knowledge),

+10 Routine Maintenance
-1 Repair Serious Damage
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Careers

Actor
I’m not an action hero but I play one

in the movies.

Rank Available Venues
0 Highschool Musical
1 Local Theatre and Commercials
2 - 3 Daytime Television, PBS
4 - 6 Television, B Movies
7 - 10 Art Films, Supporting Cast
11 - 15 Lead in Hollywood Blockbusters

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 10
Knowledge 11
Personality 13
Strength 10

Skills:
Dancing
Express Emotion
Imitate Accent
Remember Lines
Unarmed Combat

Gear:
Beaten Up Automobile
Sweater
Leather Shoes
Waiter’s Uniform

Artist
In the age of the camera, being an

artist is as much a performing art as it is a
technical one.

Rank Scope of Market Recognition
0 Highschool Art Classes
1 Craft Shows and Conventions
2 - 3 Local Galleries and Stores
4 - 6 Regional Galleries and Stores
7 - 10 National Galleries and Vendors
11- 15 International Galleries

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 10
Knowledge 11
Personality 11
Strength 10

Skills:
Bicycling
Drawing
Painting
Sculpting
Selling

Gear:
Old Bicycle
Paints and Brushes
Clay and Wire
Smock
Easel 
Worn Out Sneakers
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Burglar
Theft, petty or otherwise, carried out

by night while the victim’s are asleep or
away, can be lucrative and dangerous.

Rank Targets
1 Mom’s Purse
2 - 3 Back Yards
4 - 6 Houses
7 - 9 Shops
11 - 12 Jewelry Stores
13 -14 Banks, Criminals
15+ International Jewelry Shows

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 12
Knowledge 11
Personality 10
Strength 10

Skills:
Climbing
Lock Picking
Stealth
Low Light Activity
Evaluate

Gear:
Dark Clothing
Balaclava
Rope
Lock Picks
Dark Sneakers
Gloves
Prybar

Dilettante
The idle rich and children of old

money have plenty of time on their hands in
which to get into trouble.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 11
Personality 11
Strength 11

Skills:
Dancing
Drive Automobile
Connoisseur
High Society
Wheedling

Gear:
Fashionable Wardrobe
Exotic Sports Car
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Doctor
Modern medicine can work wonders

but there are still many ills it cannot heal.

Rank
1 - 4 Student
5 - 6 Med School Student
7 - 8 Intern
9 - 12 Doctor
13 - 14 Specialist
15+ Director

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 13
Personality 10
Strength 10

Skills:
First Aid
Diagnosis
Treatment
Drive Automobile
Psychology

Gear:
Crash Kit
Scrubs
Prestigious Sedan
Business Suit
Polished Leather Shoes

Firefighter
It takes a special kind of person to

run into a burning building when everyone
else is running out.  The other first
responders call them smoke eaters.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 12
Knowledge 10
Personality 10
Strength 12

Skills:
Drive Truck
Climbing
Fire Fighting
First Aid
Boating

Gear:
Uniform
Air Mask
Fire Coat
Axe
Fire Extinguisher
Work Boots
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Hoodlum
Petty thugs and criminals trafficking

in violence, contraband and flesh are the
proletariat of the underworld.

Rank Title
1 Bully
2 - 3 Punk
4 - 5 Mugger
6 - 7 Robber
8 - 9 Tough
10 - 11 Leg Breaker
12 - 14 Wiseguy
15+ Shot Caller

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 11
Strength 12

Skills:
Connected
Unarmed Combat
Pistol
Drive Automobile
Deception

Gear:
Muscle Car
Leather Jacket
Expensive Sneakers
Gold Plated Chains

Journalist
The news is dangerous business and

has never been so close to the action in the
age of the cell phone.

Rank Recognition
0 University News Paper
1 Local News
2 - 3 Regional News
4 - 6 National News
7 - 10 International News
ll - 15 World News

Characteristics:
Suggested Characteristics:

Awareness 11
Coordination 10
Knowledge 12
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Interview
Photography
Public Speaking
Stealth
Writing

Gear:
Smart Phone
Selfie Stick
Comfortable Leather Shoes
Business Suit
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Lawyer
Modern law is complex and requires

professional advocates to interpret and
debate it.  Lawyers often get drawn into
criminal situations while dealing with their
clients.

Rank Position
0 Law Student
1 Intern
2 - 3 Lawyer
4 - 6 Junior Partner
7 - 10 Partner
11 - 13 Legislator
14 Judge
15 Supreme Justice

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 10
Knowledge 12
Personality 13
Strength 10

Skills:
Criminal Law
Business Law
Drive Automobile
Debate
Research

Gear:
Fashionable Suit
Prestigious Sedan
Attache Case

Life Guard
Professional life guards are often

found on beaches and at swimming pools
and thus close to beachfront disasters.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 12
Knowledge 10
Personality 10
Strength 12

Skills:
Boating
Diving
First Aid
Surfing
Swimming

Gear:
Towel
Speedo
Lotion
Water Bottle
Personal Floatation Device
Flip Flops
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Manager
Working in an office isn’t much of

an adventure.  The pay is good and the
company is growing, but there’s some fishy
stuff moving through the warehouse and the
new hire is mighty suspicious.

Rank Position
0 Business Student
1 Intern
2 - 3 Middle Management
4 - 6 Upper Management
7 - 10 National CEO or Board Member
11 - 15 International CEO

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 10
Knowledge 12
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Accounting
Data Management
Interviewing
Leadership
Selling

Gear:
Business Suit
Shiny Leather Shoes
Sedan

Attache Case

Mechanic
Technology is complex and when it

breaks, professional mechanics are in high
demand.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 12
Personality 10
Strength 11

Skills:
Electrician
Hydraulics
Mechanic
Welder
Drive Automobile

Gear:
Personal Automobile
Scrap Vehicles
Tool Box
Coveralls
Wheeled Dolly
Work Boots
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Musician
Music can be a powerful force in

society but it’s a hard way to make a living.

Rank Scope of Fame
0 Music School, Talent Shows
1 Local Clubs
2 - 3 Regional Clubs and Shows
4 - 6 Regional Star
7 - 10 National Star
11 - 15International Superstar

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 10
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Begging
Composing
Dancing
Musical Instrument
Singing

Gear:
Musical Instrument
Worn Out Leather Shoes
Fedora or Stetson

Paramedic
First responders deal with death and

danger on a daily basis.

Rank Position
1 Student
2 - 3 Trainee
4 - 10 Medic
9 - 13 Shift Supervisor
11 - 14 Unit Supervisor
15+ Expert Advisor

Skills:
Drive Panel Van
First Aid
Paramedic
Climbing
Swimming

Gear:
Crash Kit
Uniform
Shiny Leather Shoes
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Pilot
Aircraft are fast and safe

transportation but it takes a professional
pilot to make it so.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 12
Knowledge 10
Personality 10
Strength 10

Skills:
Pilot Airplane or Helicopter
Radar
Gunner
Parachuting
Radio Operator

Gear:
Flight Suit
Flight Helmet
Auto Pistol
Ration Pack
Water Bottle
Work Boots

Police Officer
Often first on the scene of any

incident, law officers are often drawn into
violent and weird situations.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 11
Strength 12

Skills:
Drive Automobile
Pistol
Criminal Law
Unarmed Combat
Night Stick

Gear:
Uniform
Ballistic Vest
Automatic Pistol
Hand Cuffs
Radio
Night Stick 
Polished Leather Shoes
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Scavenger
The homeless and destitute, drifters

and addicts form the lowest tier of society. 
Their silent, almost invisible world often
crosses into the realm of the bizarre and
violent.

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Begging
Scavenging
Stealth
Swiping
Bureaucracy

Gear:
Duffle Bag or Shopping Cart
Bottle of Wine

Spy
Secrets are valuable and a spy is an

expert at extracting them by infiltration and
deceit.

Rank Rank
0 Snitch or Trainee
1 Local Contact or Sleeper
2 - 3 Junior Agent
4 - 6 Agent
7 - 10 Senior Agent
11 - 15 Director
 
Suggested Characteristics:

Awareness 12
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Impersonation
Deception
Pistol
Unarmed Combat
Stealth

Gear:
Attache Case
Business Suit
Light Pistol
False Identity Papers
Polished Leather Shoes
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Trucker
Goods need to move for the economy

to move.  Long haul truckers are the back
bone of the modern economy.  But out on
those lonely roads late at night, who knows
what you might run into?

Rank Rank
0 Snitch or Trainee
1 Local Contact or Sleeper
2 - 3 Junior Agent
4 - 6 Agent
7 - 10 Senior Agent
11 - 15 Director

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 10
Strength 12

Skills:
Drive Truck
Geography
Heavy Duty Mechanic
Bluster
Haggle

Gear:
Comfortable Shoes
Flannel Shirt and Jeans
Pocket Tool
Road Maps or GPS
Knife
Cap

Soldier
The poor bloody infantry of a

modern army are technically skilled
professionals capable of handling a wide
range of situations.

Rank Rank
0 Enlistee
1 Private
2 - 3 Corporal
4 - 6 Sergeant
7 - 10 Master Sergeant
Suggested Characteristics:

Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 11

Skills:
Assault Rifle
Unarmed Combat
Machine Gun
Mechanic
Drive LAV

Gear:
Ballistic Helmet
Ballistic Vest
Assault Rifle
Combat Knife
Web Gear
Canteen
Hand Grenade
Ration pack
Combat Boots
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Tanker
While they are properly a branch of

the army, modern cavalry, drives tanks.

Rank Rank
0 Enlistee
1 Private
2 - 3 Corporal
4 - 6 Sergeant
7 - 10 Master Sergeant

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 12
Knowledge 10
Personality 11
Strength 10

Skills:
Drive Tank
Infrared Sensors
Cannon
Operate Radio
Machine Gun

Gear:
Pistol
Helmet
Flack Jacket
Canteen
Ration Pack
Combat Boots

Ranger
Army special forces are primarily

deployed in wilderness operations and are
often in the field for weeks at a time.

Rank Rank
0 Enlistee
1 Private
2 - 3 Corporal
4 - 6 Sergeant
7 - 10 Master Sergeant

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 12
Knowledge 10
Personality 11
Strength 10

Skills:
Forward Observer
Rifle
Knife Fighting
Stealth
Unarmed Combat

Gear:
Assault Rifle
Camo Gear
Scope
Combat Knife
Web Gear
Hand Grenade
Rations
Combat Boots
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Marine
Formerly a branch of the navy, the

Marines specialize in taking coastal
installations and assaulting enemy
fortifications.

Rank Rank
0 Enlistee
1 Private
2 - 3 Corporal
4 - 6 Sergeant
7 - 10 Master Sergeant

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 12

Skills:
Boating
Submachine Gun
Machine Gun
Unarmed Combat
Swimming

Gear:
Dress Uniform
Sabre
Ballistic Helmet
Submachine Gun
Hand Grenade
Web Gear
Ration Pack
Combat Boots

Medic
Military medics are heroic

individuals who risk their lives for their
comrades.  A medic should also take
Soldier, Marine, or Ranger.

Rank Rank
0 Enlistee
1 Private
2 - 3 Corporal
4 - 6 Sergeant
7 - 10 Master Sergeant

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 12
Personality 11
Strength 10

Skills:
First Aid
Pistol
Paramedic
Drive Jeep
Swimming

Gear:
Trauma Kit
Web Gear
Ballistic Vest
Ballistic Helmet
Pistol
Ration Pack
Combat Boots
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Officer
Military officers receive heavy

training in elite academies.  To be an officer
a character must also take the career for the
branch they belong to.  Military doctors
receive officer ranks but might not have the
officer career.  Officers start out at rank 11
to represent outranking enlisted men.

Rank Rank
1 Cadet
11 Second Lieutenant
12 First Lieutenant
13 Captain
14 Colonel
15 General
16+ Major General

Suggested Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 11
Knowledge 10
Personality 12
Strength 10

Skills:
Leadership
Automatic Pistol
Drive Jeep
Operate Radio
Forward Observer

Gear:
Dress Uniform
Polished Leather Shoes
Automatic Pistol
Combat Fatigues
Combat Boots
Ballistic Vest

Equipment

Climbing and Lifting
Fine Steel Cable 50' $250
Rope 50' $100
Twine 2500' $25
Collapsable Grapnel $150
Pitons $25

Restraints
Hand Cuffs $50
Zap Straps $1
Straight Jacket $250

Illumination
Flashlight $5
Mag Light $50 Treat as club
Work Light $80
Road Flares $
Flare Gun $150
Radar Gun $1500
Night Vision Goggles $750
Infrared Light $250
Infrared Camera $200
Binoculars $50

Bags
Rucksack $30
Backpack $150 Frame
Web Gear $60
Pouches $10
Duffle Bag $60
Plastic Garbage Bags (100) $10

Camp Kitchen
Mess Kit $15
Camp Pots $50
Camp Stove $75
Large Camp Stove $150
Camp Lantern $75
Camp Fuel $10
Folding Table $100
Folding Chair $30
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Bedding
Cheap Sleeping Bag $30
Good Sleeping Bag $300
2 Man Tent $60
4 Man Tent $100
6 Man Tent $150
Blanket $15
Sheet Set $50
Comforter $100

Camp Tools
Pocket Knife $5 - $50
Hunting Knife $25 - $250
Hatchet $15
Machete $10
Axe $30
Bow Saw $20
Entrenching Tool $30
Shovel $30
Pick Axe $50
Sledge Hammer $50

Firearms Accessories
Gun Powder / Can $50
Scope $500
Bullet Casting Kit $200
Gun Case $100
Gun Cabinet $500
Gun Safe $2000

Outdoor Activity Equipment
X-Country Skis $500
Down Hill Skies $500
Ski Boots $300
Snow Shoes $250
Diving Gear $250
Aqualung $1000
Wet Suit $750
Dry Suit $1000

Clothing
Jeans $25 - $250
Cargo Pants $30 - $300
Leather Pants $300 - $3000
Button Down Shirt $25 - $150
T-Shirt $10
Screen Printing $10 / Shirt

Minimum order 12 / colour
Embroidery $5 / Square Inch
Jacket $50 - $500
Skirt $20 - $2000
Dress $30 - $3000
Blouse $20 - $1000
Belt $10 - $1000

Outerwear
Leather Jacket $250 - $3500
Trench Coat $200 - $1000
Winter Jacket $200 - $1500
Hand Bag $20 - $2000
Leather Gloves $15 - $150
Winter Gloves $5 - $50
Toque $5 - $20
Cap $5 - $30
Fedora $50 - $250
Stetson $10 - $200

Footwear
Rubber Boots $30
Leather Boots $100 - $1000
Winter Boots $100
Work Boots $100
Combat Boots $250
Leather Shoes $80 - $ 400
Sneakers $30 - $300
Sandals $5 - $50
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Electronics
Cell Phone $100 Computer -3
Smart Phone $500 Computer -2
Net Book $300 Computer -1
Lap Top $1000 Computer 0
Desk Top $600 Computer 0
Server $3000 Computer +1
Work Station $100 Computer +1
Free Software $0 Computer -2
Student Software $100 Computer -1
Professional Software $1000 Computer 0
Personal Printer $250
Office Printer $2500
Personal 3D Printer $500
Professional 3D Printer $3000

Audio / Visual
Security Camera $500
Digital Camera $300
Telephoto Lense $1200
Video Camera $1500
Small Television $150
Television $600
Large Television $1500
Game Console $500
New Game $75
Speakers $10 - $5000

Tools
Basic Tool Kit $30
Good Tool Kit $3000
Compressor $250 - $2000
Manual Jack $100
Hydraulic Jack $250
Chain Saw $250
Circular Saw $50 - $500
Table Saw $200 - $750
Off Cut Saw $250 - $800
Radial Arm Saw $750 - $1500
Drill $25 - $150
Drill Press $150 - $150
Jig Saw $25 - $150
Reciprocating Saw $75 -$750

Wood Lathe $250 - $1250
Metal Lathe $500 - $5000
Milling Machine $1000 - $10000
Winch $250 - $2500

Paint
Tarp $5
Masking Tape $10
Spray Paint Can $10
Oil Paint Tube $10
Air Brush $100
Paint / Bucket $30
Paint Gun $30
Paint Brush $10

Medical Hardware
EKG $50 000

Tracks Heart Beat
Ultrasound $100 000

Neonatal Imaging
X-Ray Camera $300 000

Broken Bones, Foreign Objects
MRI $2 000 000

Nervous System
CAT Scanner $ 1000 000

Brain Scanner
EEG $25 000

Neurological Activity
Hospital Bed $5 000

Adjustable, Wheeled
IV Monitor $5 000

Drip, Drip, Drip
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Light Auto Pistol $250
Medium Auto Pistol $500
Heavy Auto Pistol $750
Light Revolver $200
Medium Revolver $400
Heavy Revolver $600
Carbine $300
Assault Rifle $600
Squad Assault Weapon  $900
Rifle $450
Battle Rifle $900
Light Machine Gun $1350
Medium Machine Gun $1800
Heavy Machine Gun $2250
Grenade Launcher $500
Automatic Grenade Launcher $2400
Light Anti-Tank Weapon $1200

Ballistic Helmet $350
Ballistic Vest $700
Ballistic Suit $1050

Weapon Action Ammunition Range Damage Mass Cost
Beretta M81 Semiautomatic 12 Box 7.56 x 17 mm 30 6 0.765 $1000
Glock 17 Semi Automatic17 Box 9 x 19mm 35 8 0.865 $900
Colt 1911A1 Semi Automatic7 Box 11.43 x 23 mm 25 9 1.049 $800
Desert Eagle Semi Automatic 8 Box  9 x 33 mm 38 9 1.913 $1200
S&W M 10 Revolver 6 Cylinder 9 x 29 mm 23 8 0.912 $600
S&W M29 Revolver 6 Cylinder 10.97 x 33mmR 42 12 1.219 $900
Ingram M10 Selective 32 Box 9 x 19 mm 37 8 3.424 $800
Stirling L2 Selective 2x 32 Box 9 x 19 mm 39 8 3.44
H&K MP 5 Selective 30 Box 9 x 19 mm 40 8 2.71
FN FAL Selective 20 Box 7.62 x 51 mm  82 13 5.01 $1200
M-16 Selective 30 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 94 9 3.159 $1500
AK-74 Selective 30 Box 5.45 x 39 mm 90 8 4.151 $1200
H&K G41 Selective 30 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 91 9 4.1
M24 SWS Bolt Action 5 Internal 7.62 x 51 mm 79 14 6.074 $10000
M21 Semi Automatic 20 Box 7.62 x 51 mm 79 14 5.777 $2400
Remington1100 Semi Automatic 4 Tube 18.5 x 70 mm 38 10 (4@6) 3.381 $900
Ithaca MAG10 Semi Automatic 2 Tube 19.7 x 89 mmR 34 25 (54@3) 4.870 $1400
Mossberg M500 Pump 5 Tube 18.5 x 70 mm 38 18 (12@5) 3.207 $500
Minimi Selective 100 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 92 9 10 $2400
M60 Full Automatic 100 Belt 7.62 x 51mm 86 14 20.3 $5200
Ares Stoner Full Automatic 200 Belt 5.56 x 45 mm 84 11 8.037
M2HB Selective 100 Belt 12.7 x 99 mm 93 30 14.56 $12000
M79 Break Action 40 x 46mm 8 4 2.927 $1900
M203 Break Action 40 x 46mm 7 4 1.589 $1700
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Weapons
Fist Strength - 5 Damage, +1To Hit
Kick Strength - 3 Damage
Club Strength -2 Damage, + 1 To Hit
Dagger Strength - 2 Damage
Hatchet Strength Damage

Axe Strength +2 Damage,
Mace Strength Damage, +10 To Hit
Sword Strength Damage
Flail Strength +3 Damage, 10 To Hit

Staff Strength + 3 Damage, Long, Two Handed
Polearm Strength + 5 Damage, Long, Two Handed
Great Sword Strength + 5 Damage, Two Handed
Poll Axe Strength + 8 Damage, Two Handed

Rock Strength - 5 Damage, Thrown
Dart Strength -3 Damage, Thrown
Javelin Strength Damage, Thrown
Spear Strength Damage, Long, Thrown
Sling Strength -2 Damage, Missile, Two Handed
Bow Strength Damage, Missile, Two Handed
Longbow Strength + 2 Damage, Missile, Two Handed
Crossbow Strength + 5 Damage, Missile, Reload

Ballista 30 Damage, Missile
Scorpion 15 Damage, Missile, Area
Catapult 50 Damage, Missile

Armour Penetrate / Destroy (Type)
Leather 4 / 40 (Flexible Leather)
Cuirbolli 8 / 80 (Rigid Leather)
Maile 12 / 120 (Flexible Metal)
Plate 16  / 160 (Rigid Metal)

Shield 8 / 80 Wood, +10 Parry
Tower Shield 12 / 120 Wood, Counts As Cover
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Success and Failure
The success and failure of actions attempted by characters during play is determined by

rolling 1d20.  If the roll is equal to or less than the character’s appropriate Characteristic or Skill
Level, the action succeeds.  For every full five points the roll is under that, an additional level of
success is gained.  A difficulty level is subtracted from the character’s total.  The complexity of a
challenge is the number of successful attempts required to complete the task. 

There are no limits on automatic
success and failure.  There are many
situations where a competent individual
should simply succeed.  There are many
situations where failure is certain.  Life is
harsh that way.

Contests and Resistance
Some actions are opposed by the

ability of another character.  In such cases,
successes cancel out and the person with the
most successes wins.  If there is a tie the
character with the highest skill or
characteristic total wins.
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Reactions
Upon meeting new people (or

monsters) their initial response is anything
but certain.  In civil situations, like the
streets of a city they are less likely to be
openly hostile but behaviour and
appearances are key factors.  Any of the
normal relationship modifiers apply, though
friends and family would not be considered
new people (or monsters).  People
wandering around armed and armoured
among civilians will find them less than
friendly.  Similarly if there is a general hue
and cry or alarm raised in the area, reactions
to strangers will be less positive.

1 Hostile
2 - 3 Aggressive
4 - 6 Fearful
7 - 10 Cautious
11 - 14 Indifferent
15 - 17 Friendly
18 - 19 Excited
20 Ecstatic

-5 Armed Group
-5 Hue and Cry

Relationships
The way characters interact with

each other can be roleplayed between the
game master and the players but it can also
handled with rules.  This has the advantage
of allowing the players to see negotiation as
having fair and controllable results rather
than being at the mercy of the game master’s
fiat.  Using a few rolls to make social
activities can reduce the amount of
frustration inspired violence against non-
player characters.

Most relationships start with some
prior history or preconceived bias.  This
gives a basis for modifiers to success rolls.

Monster -4
Enemy -3
Rival -2
Foe -1
Stranger 0
Acquaintance +1
Ally +2
Friend +3
Family +4

The actions of a character will further
modify a relationship, repeated actions will
eventually have a permanent impact on the
relationship.  Threats improve the chance of
immediate compliance but permanently
damage the relationship and automatically
make the reaction roll result hostile.  Flattery
works in the short term but comes to be
expected..

Violence -2
Threats +1 / -1
Rudeness -1
Politeness +1
Generosity +2
Flattery +1 / -1
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Sensors and Spotting
Detection is important and generally

determines the range at which combat
occurs.  Sensors are rated for long and
maximum range, with long range giving a -5
difficulty when detecting the enemy.  As
even requesting a sensor task will tip the
players off that there’s something out there,
it is generally suggested that the Game
Master make the roll without telling the
players.  If nobody declared that they are on
sensors or watch, they weren’t and the
enemy can get to within eyeball range before
there’s even a chance of being detected.  

Eyesight is at -5 in the dark and 
Hearing is at -5 in a noisy environment. 
Electronic Countermeasures makes detection
and targeting an opposed test but generally
makes enough noise to confirm that
something is out there in a generally
direction and distance. 

People who have been on watch
without a break for more than an hour are
less likely to notice things and take a -5
penalty.   Electronic sensors don’t get bored
and don’t suffer from the penalty.  Loud
things are easier to hear and large things are
easy to spot.  Hot things are easier to detect
with infrared and big metal things are easier
to detect with radar.  Rather than giving a
modifier to the chance of success they
increase the range of the sensor.

Infrared and night vision aren’t great
at identifying individuals.  There is a -5 to
make any kind of target identification.

Sensor Range
Eyeball 200m / 2000m
Earshot 25m / 50m
Smell 5m / 10m
Radar Gun 1km / 10 km
Night Vision 200m / 2000m
Infrared Camera 200m / 2000 m

Combat
Combat is resolved in rounds during

which combatants take turns in order of their
Awareness ratings from highest to lowest. 
Attack actions give the target an opportunity
to take a reaction to the attack like dodging
or parrying.

Ambush
A surprise attack is a huge advantage

in a fire fight.  If one side can attack without
being spotted or detected by sensors they
automatically get the first turn and the
enemy cannot take reactions unless they
were taking a Spot action when the attack
began.

Actions
While it is not possible or desirable

to have a rule for every possible action,
some core actions require detailed
description.

Aimed Attack
Weapon skill
Normally a character makes a single

attack with a ready weapon after taking
careful aim.  This attack is made with a
bonus of 5 or no penalty  if the target is at
long range.

Walk and Attack
6 metre move
Weapon skill
The character moves carefully while

firing with a ready weapon.  This is less
accurate than stationary shooting and suffers
a -5 penalty if the target is at long range. 
Walking allows a character to move three
spaces or six meters.
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Suppression Fire
An area is saturated with fire over

time creating a lethal beaten zone.  Anything
entering the beaten zone is automatically
attacked as soon as they enter and for every
step they take through it.  Popping up from
cover counts as moving into the beaten zone.

Run
12 metre move
The character runs full out and may

choose to dive at the end of their movement. 
Running allows the character to move 12
metres.  A melee attack during or at the end
of the run or a dive into cover is possible. 
Diving adds two metres to the movement
but leaves the character prone.  While
running the difficulty of ranged attacks on
the character is increased by 5.

Sneak
Stealth skill
6 metre move
The character moves along very

carefully, hugging cover and even crawling
to avoid notice.  Enemies must win a contest
of Perception verses the sneaker’s Stealth. 
Any attack made allows a Perception test for
those in earshot of the attack.

Spot
Awareness
The character goes on the alert,

watching for enemy movement.  This allows
them to make a Perception roll in the
enemy’s turn to be able to make reactions.

Drive
Vehicle skill
The character directs the movement

of a vehicle.  Vehicles will move straight
ahead at their current speed if the driver does
something else for the turn.  Tricky
manoeuvres and high speeds increase the
challenge rating of driving.  A vehicle can
increase its speed by one tenth of its Top
Speed each round or decrease it by twice
that.  Fliers can climb by half their Top
Speed or drop by twice that.

Reactions
When attacked by an enemy they can

see, a character can take a reaction to
improve their chances.  Characters who took
the Spot action can make a Awareness roll
to notice an unseen attacker and thus be
allowed to react.  Ideally reactions should be
rolled for before the attack roll, but as some
people will always try to make their roll in
the very instant of their declaration to gain
an advantage, reactions can also be made
after the attack roll, they just take place
before it.

Dive For Cover
A character can move 12 metres into

cover and dodge an incoming attack.  Diving
adds two meters to the movement but leaves
the character prone.  While running the
difficulty of ranged attacks on the character
is increased by 5.  Diving for cover is the
only defense against blast attacks and
automatic fire.

Charge
When charged by an enemy, there is

time to charge back resulting in the foes
meeting in the middle.
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Dodge
Coordination - 5
An attack can be dodged without

significant movement.

Parry
Weapon skill - 5
Melee attacks can be blocked with

weapons or shields..  Additional attacks are
blocked at an additional -5.

Flee 
Coordination
The character turns tail and runs six

metres, usually in response to a charging
enemy.  This generally will keep the
distance open between ordinary humans on
foot but will usually not work so well
against faster foes.   The movement is
automatic and will prevent attacks if the
fleeing character can stay out of reach of the
attacker but the chance of a ranged attack
being avoided is slim

Return Fire
Weapon Skill - 10
It is also possible to shoot right back. 

This is risky and inaccurate but sometime
it’s the only option.  Return fire is
essentially simultaneous with the other
side’s attack.

Armour and Cover
A suit of armour or piece of cover

only intercepts some shots.  Armour
generally covers the most vulnerable body
parts first and less vital bits in only heavier
suits.  A suit of armour or cover will have a
coverage rating which is the difficulty of
hitting an unarmoured location.

Called Shots
If the attack roll succeeds by more

than five a specific part of the target can be
hit if it’s more than a quarter of the target’s
total size and.  Smaller targets can be hit if
the attack roll succeeds by ten or more
points.

Automatic Weapons
A weapon that can fire a number of

rounds in rapid succession with a single pull
of the trigger gets one additional hit for
every five points by which the attack roll is
made.  The player can choose to fire from
three to fifteen shots per attack.  The hits can
be distributed between targets in a close
group or focused on a single target. 
Shotguns and other volley weapons work
much the same way except that the hits must
be evenly allocated to the initial target and
those immediately beside and behind them. 
After all, the initial target catches most of
what would hit those directly behind them
and the volley cannot be swept from side to
side like a burst can.

+1 per shot fired
1 hit per 5 points margin of success

Blast Weapons
Weapons with explosive munitions

cause a hit on anyone in close proximity to
the target.  A Reflexes reaction roll will
allow any potential targets to move out of
the blast area or into cover.
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Damage
When an attack hits, the target’s

armor is damaged first.  If the Armor is
resistant to the attack type it is subtracted
from the damage instead.  Standard armor
resists primitive weapons.  Advanced armor
resists primitive and standard weapons. 
Transcendent armor resists primitive,
standard, and advanced weapons.  When a
combatant reaches half their hit points they
are incapacitated.  When they reach zero hit
points they are dead, though not beyond the
reach of advanced medical science.

Random Damage (Optional)
If standard damage is too regular for

your group’s taste, damage can be
randomized.  Roll 1d6 for each point of
damage, dice that roll ones add zero to the
total.  Rolls of two through five add one, and
dice that roll six add two points.  This
process will slow down larger engagements
significantly.

Hit Locations (Optional)
The part of the body hit can play a

major role in the extent of injuries recieved.

d20 Location
1 Forehead (Skull)
2 Temple
3 Nose (Skull)
4 Jaw (Skull)
5 Neck
6 Shoulder
7 Arm
8 Elbow
9 Hand
10 Chest
11 Sternum
12 Abdomen
13 Groin 
14 Hip

15 Thigh
16 Knee
17 Calf
18 Ankle
19 Foot

Healing
Even in the modern age the most

powerful tool available to physicians is the
body’s ability to cure and heal itself.  First
aid can restore 5 damage in five minutes. 
Medical treatment in a hospital can restore
10 damage in about an hour once you get out
of the waiting room.  Just how bad the
damage is depends largely on how much has
been taken.  Minor injuries heal fast and
major injuries heal slowly.  First aid can
keep a critical patient alive in the short term
but surgery is necessary to save them in the
long term.

25% Bumps and Bruises 1/hour
50% Scrapes and Cuts 1/day
75% Serious 1/week
100% Critical 1/month
200% Destroyed Really Really Dead

Chases and Dogfights
Fast moving vehicular battles will

quickly exit any defined playing area.  In
order to keep up, think of every position
being relative to the player character’s main
vehicle.  Each vehicle’s pilot picks a
maneuver and they are revealed
simultaneously.  It can be useful to assign
full squadrons the same maneuver.  Once all
the movement is applied (some counters or
models are handy for keeping track of things
but don’t let them tie you down too much)
attacks are made in order of Reflexes -
Weapon Mount Size.  Keep in mind that
fixed mounts use the vehicle’s Size.
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Break Off
The pilot swings their craft away

from the action and boosts the throttle to
maximum.

Pursue
The pilot picks a target and chases

after them at full throttle.

Loop Around (pick direction)
The pilot picks a direction and

circles around.  If a Piloting - Vehicle Size
roll is made they can make the turn in half
their move instead of all of it.

Veer Off (pick direction)
The pilot picks a direction and banks

suddenly.  If a Piloting roll - Vehicle Size
roll is made they can make the turn in the
first half of their move instead of in the later
half of it.

Jink
The pilot focuses on evasive

maneuvers.  If they can make a Piloting -
Vehicle Size roll they can dodge any attack
which hits them this turn.

Brake Hard
The pilot hits the breaks, cuts the

throttle, or even flips the vehicle and fires
the engines directly against their velocity. 
This brings them to a full stop half way
through their move.  Hopefully the guy on
your tail will fly right by.
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Creating Races and Creatures
The Characteristics of a creature should be balanced within the 80 points a human has. 

Natural abilities like claws or a size change cost one point. Powers cost a number of points equal
to their level.  Up to five points can be worked around the five points heroic characters receive. 
For instance, a race worth 83 points would only get 2 points to spend and one with 76 points
would get 9 points to spend.  Beyond that, each point of abilities doubles the time required to
increase a skill or ability.   So, a creature built on 90 points would have to double the time
required for the first five skill improvements taken.

Traits and Abilities
Different creatures have different capabilities than humans which are represented by

special traits.  The experience point cost of the abilities is listed in parentheses “( )”.

Agility
The relationship between muscular

strength, body weight, and coordination
particularly effects climbing, acrobatics and
melee combat.

Amphibious
The creature is adapted to live on

land and in the water.  While it cannot
breathe under water it can hold its breath ten
times as long as a human can and moves at
full pace in both environments.

Appearance
The individual is particularly

attractive and appealing, which improves its
viability as a mate and can influence social
interactions giving a bonus to influence and
reactions from  members of the opposite sex.

Aquatic
The creature is fully adapted to live

in water, it can swim at full speed but moves
at half speed on land.  It breathes water
through gills or osmosis but cannot breathe
air.

Armour
The creature’s hide is covered in

thick scales or plates providing armour that
takes 4 points of damage to penetrate and
can absorb 40 points of damage.  This is
affected by the creature’s size as usual.

Burrowing
The creature can dig through dirt and

stone at a rapid pace, a full yard per round. 
Which is ridiculously fast really.  Fast
burrowing moves at a 2 yards per round.

Charisma
The individual has an air of

confidence and a pleasing manner which
makes them a natural leader giving a bonus
to social activities.

Creativity
The individual is good at coming up

with new and unusual solutions to problems
and develop new ideas giving a bonus to
inventing new technologies, developing
tactics, writing novels, creating art, and
composing music.
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Dexterity
Hand eye coordination and the

arrangement of manipulators like fingers and
thumbs is particularly useful for technical
work, shooting, and piloting.

Endurance
Cardiovascular fitness and general

health affect a character’s ability to resist
poison, disease, fatigue, sleep deprivation
and provides additional hit points.

Exceptional Hearing
The creature gets +5 to hear noises

and can distinguish small differences in
sounds giving a +5 bonus to playing musical
instruments, singing, and speaking
languages.

Exceptional Sight
The creature gets a bonus to spot

hidden things and sneaking foes and to hit
with shooting weapons.

Exceptional Smell
The creature gets +1 to detect things

by smell and can distinguish details that
others might not.  The bonus applies to
tracking and cooking and detecting sneaking
foes that are up wind.

Extra Arms
The creature has more arms than a

human.  The downside of this is that each
arm is weaker than a human arm would be. 
Thus, for a four armed creature,  a human
one handed weapon would require two arms.

Fast
The creature can move twice as fast

as a human.  This normally indicates a
horizontal, quadruped stance and the
creature will often have no hands or arms as
a result.

Fur
The creature has a thick coat of

shaggy hair that provides four points of
natural armor and resists cold based attacks.

Huge
Due to its size the character does x4

normal damage, has x4 the normal damage
points, weighs 16 times normal, and is
attacked at +4.

Immortal
The creature ceases aging upon

achieving adulthood and lives forever as
long as it is not killed.

Immunity
The creature cannot be harmed by a

specified type of damage or attack.

Impel
The creature can move things around

without touching them by applying its force
of will.  The strength of this force is
normally equal to their Charisma, Agility
equal to their Intelligence and range is
thrown.  Otherwise it acts much the same as
an invisible person standing at a distance
and moving things around.
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Infectious
The creature has a virulent strain of

virus or bacteria which may be transferred
by contact with its skin.  This is resisted by
Endurance but is at -5 if the creature breaks
the target’s skin.  The most likely effect is
slowly turning into another creature of the
same sort.

Intangibility
Whether it is partially out of

vibrational synch with the universe or
displaced into another dimension, physical
objects pass right through the creature.  Thus
it can only be struck by attacks which can
reach it and it can walk through walls,
floors, and so forth.  If the creature can
materialize it can attack and be attacked
when it does so.

Invisibility
The creature cannot be seen by any

means, including infrared or ulraviolet light. 
That does not mean there is no trace of its
passage.  A Awareness Roll is required to
target an invisible creature.

Large
Due to its size the character does x2

normal damage, has x2 the normal damage
points, weighs x4 normal, and is attacked at
+2.

Mechanical
Being composed of metal and plastic

the character is more durable than an
organism but cannot heal.  Their unarmed
damage is doubled and they have two points
of natural armour and can lift 4 times what is
normal.

Natural Weapon
The creature is equipped with sharp

teeth and claws with which to rend its prey. 
Natural weapons are not particularly good
against armour which is twice as effective
against them.

Night Vision
The creature can see equally well in

daylight and darkness.

Nocturnal
The creature sees well in the dark but

poorly in daylight.  They are still blind in
total darkness.

No Hands
The creature lacks fine manipulators

with which to wield weapons and tools.  It
takes a -5 to any such attempt.

Reason
The individual is good at discerning

fact from fiction and solving problems
through logic.  It provides a bonus to
mathematics, computer programming (but
not operating software), and scientific
inquiry.

Reflexes
The creature’s reaction speed and

ability to think fast give it a bonus to
initiative and to reactions in combat.

Resistance
The creature takes reduced damage

from a particular type of attack such as fire,
cold, slashing, piercing, impact, or blunt.  

Power
The creature has supernatural powers

which it can use at will.  The spell level of
the power is added to the creature’s level.
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Small
Due to its size the character does 1/2

normal damage, has 1/2 normal damage
points, weighs 1/4 normal, and is attacked at
-2.

Tentacles
One or more of the creature’s limbs

are exceptionally flexible allowing them to
entangle and grasp very well but don’t gain
the advantage of leverage bones provide. 
This increases their Strength by five when
grappling, reduces it by five when climbing
and striking with close combat weapons.

Tiny
Due to its size the character does 1/4

normal damage, has 1/4 normal damage
points, weighs 1/16 normal, and is attacked
at -4.

Tough 
The creature’s skin is like leather,

giving it 10 extra Hit Points.

Voice
The individual has a beautiful and

resonant voice which improves their singing
and public speaking and gives a bonus to
influence individuals when talking.

Undead
The creature may be dead and rotting

away but it is animated by unholy magic. 
The undead are immune to poison, disease,
and morale. They no longer eat food as men
know it but must kill living things to live. 
While their senses are dim, the undead get a
+10 to detect living creatures.

Venom
The creature is poisonous.  If it has

natural weapons the moderate poison is
delivered by the teeth or claws.  If not the
creature’s flesh is poisonous mildly toxic to
the touch and strongly toxic if eaten.

Vulnerable
The creature is easily damaged by a

specific type of attack, taking double
damage from it.

Willpower
The individual has a particularly

strong sense of purpose and self which
resists influence and mind control

Wings
The creature’s broad pinions allow it

to fly at twice the normal speed.  Creatures
that are winged and Fast move at four times
the normal speed but only in the air.
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Animals
There are too many natural creatures to begin to list and provide statistics for them all in

this slim volume.  Those presented here are likely to be encountered by adventurers or used by
them or their foes.  Just because these guys aren’t 

Bear
The woods and mountains of the

world are the last kingdom of these hulking
omnivores.  Bears are intelligent, easily
startled, and hungry.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 11
Knowledge 5
Personality 11
Strength 20

Traits:
Fast
Fur
Large
Natural Weapons
No Hands

Dog
Domesticated in the earliest days of

the human race, these descendants of wild
wolves are mankind’s most stalwart friend
and ally.  Their sharp senses and loyalty
make them ideal companions for hunters and
guards and they are still used in the modern
age in hundreds of roles from drug sniffing
to sheep herding.

Characteristics:
Awareness 18
Coordination 13
Knowledge 5
Personality 11
Strength 12

Traits:
Exceptional Smell
Fast
Natural Weapons
No Hands
Small
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Horse
For thousands of years, civilization

grew with these powerful beasts as the
engines of transport and commerce.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 10
Knowledge 4
Personality 9
Strength 15

Traits:
Exceptional Hearing
Fast
Large
No Hands

Lion
The king of the African savannah,

lions are alpha predators that hunt in packs. 
A tiger might be bigger and braver but
there’s usually only one of them stalking
you.

Characteristic
Awareness 15
Coordination 15
Knowledge 5
Personality 12
Strength 15

Traits:
Fast
Large
Natural Weapons
No Hands

Python
Twenty foot long snakes capable of

crushing a man’s rib cage in moments often
hand in the trees of the jungle awaiting fresh
prey

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 13
Knowledge 3
Personality 10
Strength 20

Traits:
Amphibious
Large
Natural Weapons
No Hands

Shark
The dreaded predator of the deep is

an ancient killing machine dating back to the
dawn of time.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 10
Knowledge 2
Personality 8
Strength 15

Traits:
Aquatic
Natural Weapons
No Hands
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Squid
One of the most intelligence species

on the planet, giant squid grow to enormous
lengths in the shadowy trenches of the
deepest oceans on earth.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 13
Knowledge 7
Personality 9
Strength 15

Traits:
Aquatic
Large
No Hands
Tentacles

Tiger
The dreaded solitary predator of Asia

will even hunt men for sport.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 13
Knowledge 5
Personality 13
Strength 18

Traits:
Fast
Large
Natural Weapons
No Hands

Viper
Poisonous snakes generally avoid

humans and will often try to warn them off
but if cornered they strike with lightning
speed.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 15
Knowledge 3
Personality 9
Strength 15

Traits:
Fast
Natural Weapons
No Hands
Venomous

Wolf
The wild ancestors of modern dogs

are shy, intelligent, and loyal to their pack.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 13
Knowledge 7
Personality 12
Strength 15

Traits:
Exceptional Smell
Fast
Fur
Natural Weapons
No Hands
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Alternate Set Ups
The rules as presented are intended for use as a traditional zero to hero roleplaying game

with the player characters starting out as young professionals in their early twenties but the
mechanical structure is quite open to adaptations like starting out with higher level characters.  It
is quite possible to run campaigns where the players play monsters.  A variety of optional rules
are presented here to match various modern adventure genres.

Playing Monsters
Monstrous characters can be

generated by subtracting ten from their listed
characteristic scores and adding the result to
the normal, randomly generated
characteristics.  If the players are all playing
different monsters it becomes necessary to
balance things out between them. With their
total characteristic modifier times one
hundred experience points indicating the
difference between them.  Bear in mind that
the monster’s special abilities are reflective
of its indicated experience level and lower
level monsters will have to buy them up.

Demigod Campaigns
For a real over the top action

campaign let the players all be demigods. 
This will give them much better
characteristics than mere mortals, allow
them to heal quickly from wounds, and
allow them to access cool powers.

Mooks
In action movies the henchmen fall

in great numbers.  Tk does not support any
mechanical difference between the heroes
and the villains but, for some minor non-
player characters may seem a little too
tough.  The game master should feel free to
assume they are eliminated by a quarter of
their Health Points.  Heck, they probably
aren’t too loyal or well paid, they might just
stay down and play dead after the first hit.

Magic and Powers
Magic can be learned as a skill,

powers tend to be innate.  The magic system
presented here is deliberately subtle and
sinister.  Fireballs and lightning bolts are
found in powers as they belong to a rather
more overt kind of campaign.

Stress and Sanity
Real warfare has a marked

psychological impact on those who fight. 
The fight or flight mechanism is deep rooted
in evolutionary brain chemistry.  As with
most mental health issues, it all being “in
your head” makes post traumatic stress
disorder particularly difficult to treat.

Stress and sanity mechanics are often
used in horror games to reflect the
psychological aspect of the genre but are
also appropriate for realistic depictions of
warfare.

Stress points accumulate whenever a
character is in significant danger or stands to
suffer real, personal losses like harm to a
loved one or financial catastrophe.  If a
character’s stress exceeds their Willpower
they will have a breakdown resulting in a
period of uncontrollable, irrational
behaviour.
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Modern Action Genres
Looking at the type of movie you want your game to emulate is a easy way to make

decisions about what optional rules will apply in your game.  For example, a car chase game
doesn’t really need or benefit from the inclusion of magic.  The genre of the game also helps
decide what kinds of character are or aren’t appropriate. 

Alien Invasion
Aliens are a nice safe enemy, they

can be insidious infiltrators or brutal
oppressors.  They can be inhuman killers out
to exterminate human kind or refugees
fleeing dying worlds. The great thing is that
they mostly avoid contentious modern
issues, though colonialism and refugees as
larger issues are somewhat implicit in the
alien invasion narrative.

Farce
The entire set up is a gag.  There are

silly characters doing silly things and the
plot, if there is one makes no sense past first
glance.

Heist
The hero’s goal is to steal or

otherwise acquire something, often money.  
The Game Master will need to have a good
idea of what the objective is, where it is,
who has it, and how it is protected before
running such a game.

Horror
There are monsters out there and

they are out to get you.  They might be from
outer space or some magical other realm but
they can also be very people who do really
bad things to other people.  Horror plays on
the fear response that is inherent in pretty
much every animal. 

Noir
Hard boiled detectives, tough cops,

treacherous dames, and nefarious crooks are
as relevant today as they were in the
nineteen twenties.  Rough justice on the
mean streets, where tough guy cops shoot it
out with corrupt businessmen leans away
from military hardware but is also
significantly less lethal than military
conflicts.

Spy
Intelligence agencies and diplomats

shuffle behind the scenes of world events,
still playing at the great game.  While the
cold war is over, modern Russia is very
actively gathering information on you right
now.

Thriller
The fundamental difference between

a thriller and horror is that in a thriller,
humanity can and does win in the end.

War
Games about real wars in living

memory can be problematic, as they say, as
real issues, real politics, and real people
dying can be offensive to those who are
close to those issues.  Soldiers and other
military personnel are the most obvious type
of character but reporters and spies may also
be appropriate.
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Magic
Spells are broken down by their scope and effect.  The level of a spell is the amount of

energy used to cast it and the difficulty of doing so.  While spells are broken down into structures
each spell is unique, thus it takes a different spell to summon a wolf than a demon.

Spells
Each spell is learned as a

combination of an Effect and a specific
subject.  Broader subjects are higher cost
spells but are still learned as a skill.  For
instance Control Lesser Toad Demon and
Control Demons.  It is allowable to upgrade
a less broad spell to a broader one if the
opportunity to learn it is available but in
doing so, the original spell is subsumed.

Spells are difficult to learn and are
closely held secrets of different orders of
magicians.  It takes one week per level of the
spell is needed to learn a spell from a book,
scroll, or teacher.

Books and Libraries
As they can only know a few spells

by heart, most wizards keep volumes of
recorded spells from which to study and
actively trade knowledge with their
colleagues.

Power
Each day, a magician receives power

points equal to their Willpower or
Perception plus five per level.  Casting a
spell does not require a success roll if power
points equal to 5x the spell’s level are used. 
If no power points are used the magician can
attempt to cast the spell using their Spell
Casting skill minus 5x  the level of the spell
but if it fails they take one damage point per
level of the spell.

Effects
Casting a spell produces an effect,

the scope of which can be modified to take
effect at a distance, last longer, or cover a
larger area.
Spells and Powers

Spells and innate powers are built
using the same mechanics but spells are
learned as skills and powers are not, spells
require a success roll with a penalty equal to
the spell’s level and powers don’t.  Powers
cost character points equal to the power’s
level.  This means that spells are generally
cheaper to learn but harder to pull off in
play.

Damage Type Attack
Bestow Ability
Conjure Material
Control Creature 
Counter Spell
Detect Thing
Enhance Skill
Heal Creature
Impair Skill or Characteristic
Realm Portal
Project Each Sense
Attack Protection
Summon Creature
Creature Transformation
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Scope
Spell effects can be adjusted by the

magician at increased cost and difficulty. 
This doesn’t count as another spell, it’s just
harder to pull off.

Area
Duration

Instant
Concentration
Persistent
Enchantment

Range

Subjects
If the effect describes what happens,

the Subject describes what the effect
happens to.  Subjects are the recipient of the
scope effect Breadth.  Those listed here are
by way of example and should not be
considered exhaustive.

Abilities:
General: All Abilities
Broad: Physical, Mental, Magical
Specific: Each Ability

Attacks:
General: Divine, Infernal
Broad: Energy, Physical, Psychic
Energy: Fire, Force, Radiance
Psychic: Disorient, Insinuate, Wrack
Physical: Slash, Impale, Blunt, Rend

Creatures:
General: Living, Undead, Unliving
Broad: Fish, Mammal, Reptile
Specific: Human, Horse, Orc, Wolf

Skills:
General: All Skills
Broad: Each Skill Block
Specific Each Skill Category

Spells:
General: All Spells
Broad: Each Effect or Each Subject

Things:
General: Everything
Broad: Animal, Vegetable, Mineral
Specific: Gold, Swords, Trees, Warriors

Materials
General: Anything
Broad: Organic, Inorganic, Arcane
Specific: Wood, Stone, Steel, Gold, Fire
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Damage Type Attack (0)
The target of the spell takes 10

damage per level of Attack.  If the spell’s
range is “Touch” the caster must make a
successful fighting skill attack to strike the
target.  If the spell’s range is greater than
Touch the caster must make a successful
ranged attack roll.  Damage Types: Blunt,
Burning, Slashing, Freezing, Crushing,
Rending

Bestow Ability (Cost of Ability / 100)
The target of the spell receives a

special ability.  As there are few abilities
that are of much use for only an instant this
is mainly done with concentration or
duration.

Conjure Material (1)
A portion of a substance or an item is

created out of thin air or snatched from a
distant locale.  As with Portal the actual
distance to the item is irrelevant.  Items
created will be no better than what the
magician themselves can craft.  Materials:
Air, Earth, Ice, Metal, Water, Wood 

Control Creature  (1,  Resisted)
The target must obey the caster’s

commands.  If they cannot understand the
caster they will do their best to stay close to
them and protect or assist to the best of their
ability. 

Counter Spell (Level of target Spell )
The magician creates mystical

interference that prevents spells from taking
effect and ends existing effects.  The level of
a counter spell must exceed the level of the
spells being countered.

Detect Thing (0)
The spell locates and marks the

desired item or material.  This spell
generally needs range or area to be of much
use.

Enhance Skill (1/ +5 Skill or +1
Characteristic)

The spell increases a chance of
success by five percent per level due to
environmental conditions. 

Heal Creature (1 / 5 Damage)
The target of the spell is healed 5

damage per level of Heal.

Impair Skill or Characteristic (1 / -5 or +1)
The spell decreases a chance of

success by ten percent per level.  Impairs a
full skill category or field of endeavour, such
as all activities related to sight.

Realm Portal (2)
The spell creates an extra spacial link

between two places allowing things to pass
between them.  The magician must know the
location the portal opens to well or a sigil or
mark that can be visualized must be on it for
the spell to work at all.

Project Sense (0)
The spell allows the magician to see,

hear, or smell things beyond their normal
scope.  The location must be known to the
magician or a sigil marked on it that they
can visualize to focus their senses.  It is
possible to scan by moving a point of view
at flying speeds from the caster’s location.
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Each Attack Protection (1 /( 5 /50))
The spell creates a 5 / 50 point per

level barrier which absorbs damage before
the target.  An area effect protection spell
counts as large and can absorb twice as
many damage points.

Summon Creature (creature’s cost /1000)
A creature is conjured up from some

other place.  The creature’s level is the level
of the spell.

Creature Transformation (level + level)
The target’s species changes to

another.  The target’s level plus the new
form’s level modifier is the level of the
spell.

Scope
Spell effects can be adjusted by the

magician at increased cost and difficulty. 
This doesn’t count as another spell, it’s just
harder to pull off.

Individual (1 space)

Area (Yards 1, 10 Yards 2 , 100 Yards 3,
1000 Yards 3)

The spell affects everything in a
radius of one yard per level of the spell.

Breadth (specific 0, broad 5, general 10)
Spells are generally quite specific,

locating or affecting specific type of item or
kindred.  A spell that affects elves, swords,
gold, or rocks would be specific.  A spell
that affects humanoids or weapons would be
broad.  Affecting all animals, plants, undead,
or 

Duration:
A spell’s effects are generally either

instant and enduring like burns or a mound
of dirt that’s been piled up by magic or they
are maintained by the magician’s
concentration.  Increasing the duration of a
spell makes it independent of the caster and
it will continue until the time is elapsed
whether they live or die.

Instant (0)
The spell lasts for only the instant it

takes to effect its change upon the world. 
Thus earth that is moved stays moved and
what not.  The magic cannot create any
permanent material though it can conjure
material for a brief instant.

Concentration (0)
The spell lasts only as long as the

caster focuses their attention on it. They can
only move at a walk while maintaining the
effect and must make a Charisma (in its role
as Willpower) roll to not lose it when
injured.

Persistent (minute 1, hour 2, day 3, week 4)
The spell lasts until the

period ends but can be renewed without
casting it at the end of that time.

Enchantment (5)
The spell lasts forever and ever. 

Enchantment is used to create magic items.
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Range (Touch 0, Throw 0, Missile 1, Sight
2, League 3, Realm 4)

The spell’s effect can be targeted
beyond the magician’s reach.  Casting a
spell on an object which is then thrown at
the target is an old trick but it still works, the
object must be marked with a suitable rune.

Thrown range is the damage of the
spell.  Missile range is 10 x Thrown range
and Sight is 10 x Missile.  League range is
10 x Missile.  Realm range is 10 x League
range. 

Special Spells
The following spells represent

abilities common to horror movie villains.

Bounding Leap
The subject can jump higher and

farther than is humanly possible.

Conflagration
A flammable material spontaneously

catches fire or an existing fire spreads to
nearby flammable materials.

Discharge Battery
A battery and whatever it powers is

rendered inert.   This spell can effectively
disable vehicles and cell phone cameras.

Disorientation
The target’s senses become confused

causing them to lose their sense of direction
and become lost.  Often thinking they’ve
gone where they should but heading off in
an entirely different direction.

Dreadful Pursuit
The subject increases their

movement rate by five feet per action while
chasing their victim.  Thus the spell cannot
be used to win races.

Ears of the Shrew
The subject becomes able to hear

clearly over intervening clatter, distance and
barriers and thus surreptitiously listen in on
conversations .

Evil Eye
With a dire glance of disdain the

magician lays a curse on their target causing
impotence, infertility, a bad cough, or acne.

Eye Bite
The subject’s eyes swell with blood

until they burst spraying blood everywhere. 
The subject is blinded and suffers 1d20
damage that ignores all armour.
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Gnawing Hunger
The target becomes ravenously

hungry and overwhelmed by the desire to
eat.  If they fail to resist, the subject will
seek out food immediately and be impatient
and rude when dealing with any obstacles to
achieving that end.

Hallucinations
The subject begins to see things that

are not there.  The caster can choose whether
the visions are fantastical or even cartoonish. 
The images can also be made to rest over
real objects, making busses appear as
dinosaurs and people goblins.

Haunt Dreams
As they sleep the magician appears

in the subject’s dreams and can converse
with them.  While in dreams the magician
possesses almost unlimited power to shape
and warp what the subject perceives.  The
subject can take control of their dreams,
wake up, or force the magician out with a
Willpower roll.

Hex
An object is bound to the target. 

They will find the object in their vicinity
wherever they go or wherever they put it.

I Swear I Just Had It
An object the target of this spell

would normally be carrying is magically sent
to the owner’s kitchen cupboard or night
stand.  The item cannot be one that they
have been using just recently or declared that
they were taking with them on the day the
spell is cast.  The caster must also be aware
of the item and able to name it.

Jump Scare
The caster marks a fleeing target

with a glance and turns away, only to appear
directly ahead of the subject later.  Roll 1d20
each subsequent round, on any roll greater
than fifteen the caster appears directly ahead
of the mark.

Mutter and Peep
The magician can view and hear far

off events in a reflection.  Clear pools,
windows lit from indoors at night, mirrors
and crystal balls will all serve.  The visions
and voices are distorted so the magician
must make a Perception roll to make sense
of them.

Noxious Fumes
Dense car exhaust or fumes from

vents or sinks fill the area causing all therein
to cough uncontrollably if they fail an
Endurance roll.  While coughing they can
only walk or crawl and take no other action.

Obscure Identity
The face, clothing, and mannerisms

of the target become plain, slightly blurry,
and unremarkable making it hard for
observers to recall details about them.

Obscuring Mist
A mist arises from a nearby source of

water like a shower or drain, obscuring
targets in the area, giving a -5 to hit them. 
The mist will blow away in a stiff breeze.

Perfidious Paperwork
The papers in the caster’s hand

appear to be of the correct and official type
the official checking them expects.  They
will see and recall the caster’s image on
photographic identification.
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Putrefy
Food spoils and becomes inedible

and water becomes mildly toxic causing
upset stomachs and vomiting if consumed.

Say Hello To My Little Friend
In the process of preparing this spell,

an object no heavier than the caster’s one
handed load is sealed in a specially prepared
receptacle, a box or jar which is then put
aside in a safe place.  A small mark is etched
on their body with a sharp stylus or scalpel. 
Thereafter the marked person can call the
object in the receptacle into their hand, so
long as there is some way it could have been
hidden on their person.

Tongue of the Serpent
The subject’s lies become more

credible through subtle cues and minute
changes to their mannerisms.  Any “tells”
that would normally be readable by a lie
detector or expert psychologist are
eliminated or ignored.

Unseemly Aura
A place can be given an evil cast that

raises hackles, and disturbs the thought. 
Boards creak, voices have an unnatural echo,
and shadows seem to creep and shift of their
own accord.  Such seemingly minor effects
will often serve to drive away intrepid
children and real estate agents.

Vertigo
The target becomes dizzy, nauseous. 

In this state there is a 50% chance that any
movement or attack made will go off in a
random direction.  Their movement rate is
halved.

What Have I Done
At the moment of death, the

magician’s body trades places with their
killer’s loved one.  Thus the killer’s loved
one dies and the magician lives.  How could
this have happened?  How could I not have
known?  Why was it so obvious to the
audience?  This is a really petty move, on
the other hand it’s a big complex spell that
might not hit who you wanted it to.

Whispering Voices
The subject begins to hear strange

voices talking to them.  The voices will
incite the target to commit unspeakable acts
until they submit.  The caster can select a
single act for the voices to incite or the
voices can incite the target to general murder
and mayhem.

Swarm of Chihuahuas
A vicious plague of rabid rat dogs

appears out of a nearby woman’s purse and
proceeds to attack the closest possible target.
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Monsters
There are things that go bump in the night.  The presence or absence of monsters tends to

define a setting.  If there are alien robots fighting a secret war or giant fire breathing monsters
rising from the depths of the ocean they tend to dominate the adventure.

Aliens
These beings are not of this world. 

They are small, slight, large headed, and
three fingered.  They never speak but can
communicate telepathically.  Nobody knows
what they want or why they abduct people. 
They may be replacing us with Androids or
Reptoids.

Characteristics:
Awareness 12
Coordination 12
Knowledge 15
Personality 12
Strength 8

Traits:
Telepathy

Androids
These robots look just like human

beings.  They can fool most of the people
most of the time.  They walk among us,
watching, recording, chasing Sarah Conner. 
Who knows what else they get up to?

Agility: 13
Charisma: 9
Endurance: 20
Knowledge: 15
Perception: 15
Reflexes: 15 
Strength: 15
Willpower: 15
Characteristics:

Awareness 15
Coordination 13
Knowledge 15
Personality 15
Strength 15

Traits:
Mechanical
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Apatosaurus
These monstrous dinosaurs are

peaceful herbivores, but might not notice the
little humans beneath their feet.

Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 9
Knowledge 3
Personality 11
Strength 18

Traits:
Huge
No Hands

Bore Worms
These giant nematodes tear through

earth, sand, and gravel at terrifying rates. 
Some have speculated that they are an alien
species that devours planets.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 5
Knowledge 1
Personality 15
Strength 15

Traits:
Huge
No Hands

Convergibots
Rumours of alien robots designed as

terrestrial vehicles have persisted for years
but now their secret war seems to be heating
up and with the advent of smart phones are
being caught on camera more often. 
Convergibots have the statistics of their
vehicle mode.

Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 10
Knowledge 12
Personality 10
Strength 20

Traits:
Huge
Mechanical
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Cultists
Some people just want to be special,

some just want to be accepted, some want to
tear down the foundations of society and
some are just plain bad.

Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 10
Knowledge 10
Personality 10
Strength 10

Cyber-Horror
These terrible creatures use

cybernetic technology to fuse the body of a
human with that of a large mountain goat. 
They are great climbers.  Used by whatever
dark cabal is responsible for the creation
they are often found in the citadels of the
Dark Overlords.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 13
Knowledge 13
Personality 7
Strength 20

Traits:
Fast
Mechanical
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Cyborgs

Half-man/half-machine it these
creatures are created by some unknown
force for unknown purposes.  Some are used
by the dark cabal as guards and laborers. 
Some have escaped their creators, able to
remember their lives but unable to feel
emotions or pain they wander the world on
the fringes of society.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 8
Knowledge 7
Personality 8
Strength 18

Traits:
Mechanical

Demigods
The gods of old were often prolific

womanizers and their semi-divine children
were often great heroes.  Some believe the
gods still interfere in mortal affairs and their
children still walk the earth.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 15
Knowledge 15
Personality 15
Strength 15

Traits:
Immortal
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Dark Lords
Twisted beyond recognition the lords

of darkness were once human but have been
twisted by supernatural power and bad
fashion sense.  They are tall and spiky
creatures, with red or black skin and glowing
red eyes. They are often absurdly lanky or
burly and wear leather and metal armour. 
Because they can no longer pass for human,
Dark Lords dwell in mystical citadels hidden
in the negative space between skyscrapers.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 11
Knowledge 18
Personality 13
Strength 21

Traits:
Large
Immortal
Sorcery

Dark Warriors
The Dark Overlords are served by

horribly mutated beings, mechanical and
magical at once they hide their hideous
forms under suits of archaic armour and full
helms.

Characteristics:
Awareness 9
Coordination 13
Knowledge 9
Personality 11
Strength 18

Traits:
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Fungus Zombies
The lichen that is growing all over

these poor souls is slowly devouring their
flesh and their minds makes them very
susceptible to suggestion.  They are often
used as cannon fodder by the Lords of
Darkness.

Characteristics:
Awareness 8
Coordination 8
Knowledge 4
Personality 6
Strength 12

Traits:
Undead

Gibberers
It’s hard to say what madness has

transformed these people into crazed mobs
of yelling, crying, laughing terrors. 
Deformed and twisting further from their
human form with every moment they
heedlessly rush and rend anyone they see.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 13
Knowledge 4
Personality 9
Strength 15

Traits:
Natural Weapons

Golems
Unliving constructs of living metal

that have been animated by dark magics are
often employed by sorcerers to guide their
sanctums.

Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 10
Knowledge 0
Personality 12
Strength 30

Traits:
Armoured
Immortal
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Kill Bots
These robot killing machines make

no pretense of disguise or secrecy.  They
strike without warning slaying all living
things that cross their paths.  They are
clearly intelligent, stalking and hunting their
prey with Agility and cunning.

Characteristics:
Awareness 15
Coordination 15
Knowledge 13
Personality 10
Strength 15

Traits:
Mechanical
Natural Weapons

Lycanthropes
The spirit of the wolf has gotten into

these people’s flesh.  They’re hairy and
savage looking but still able to pass for
human.  The full moon drives them mad,
and under its influence they become savage
killers.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 11
Knowledge 11
Personality 11
Strength 15

Traits:
Natural Weapons
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Mutoids
Genetic damage from toxic waste has

turned these people into hulking horrors
with twisted frames and terrible teeth.  Their
minds have been damaged by the change but
are quite capable of low cunning and base
cruelty.  Some have had success in
Hollywood as action stars  one even
successfully ran for state governor and
another for the senate.

Characteristics:
Awareness 11
Coordination 11
Knowledge 8
Personality 9
Strength 18

Traits:
Natural Weapons

Plague Zombies
These poor souls are really dying

rather than dead but the plague which
wracks their bodies has also turned their
minds to violence and terrible hunger. 
Anyone scratched or bitten by a plague
Zombie is likely to catch the plague and
become a zombie as well.

Characteristics:
Awareness 10
Coordination 7
Knowledge 5
Personality 8
Strength 10

Traits:
Infectious

Radiation Zombies
The radiation which is killing these

people has made them suggestible and
violent.  While they are smarter than plague
zombies and are often capable of using
simple weapons and following simple
orders, they are less driven and aggressive
than plague zombies.

Agility: 10
Charisma: 5
Endurance: 13
Knowledge: 6
Perception: 10
Reflexes: 9
Strength: 11
Willpower: 9
Characteristics:

Awareness 9
Coordination 10
Knowledge 6
Personality 7
Strength 11

Traits:
Radioactive
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Reptoids
Whether they are from the distant

past when dinosaurs ruled the earth, outer
space or an alternate dimension, these lizard
people live among us, hidden by rubbery
synthetic skin.  Reptoids are remorseless
cannibals who prey on the weak and
vulnerable.  They are often lawyers, bankers,
and politicians to better hunt and control
society.

Agility: 13
Charisma: 12 / 8
Endurance: 13
Knowledge: 13
Perception: 10
Reflexes: 8
Strength: 13
Willpower: 13
Characteristics:

Awareness 10
Coordination 13
Knowledge 13
Personality 11
Strength 13

Traits:
Amphibious

Stalkers
It cannot be said whether these

creatures were once men or hounds yet their
hunched stance and elongated snouts speak
to some unholy union.  They are large, fast,
and cunning with senses well suited to
tracking down their prey.

Characteristics:
Awareness 18
Coordination 14
Knowledge 6
Personality 11
Strength 13

Traits:
Fast
Natural Weapons

Tyrannosaurus
The tyrant king of the dinosaurs

might well lurk in some lost world or be
growing in some laboratory for some
misguided theme park.

Agility: 9
Charisma: 6
Endurance: 12
Knowledge: 3
Perception: 13
Reflexes: 9
Strength: 15
Willpower: 13
Characteristics:

Awareness 13
Coordination 9
Knowledge 3
Personality 9
Strength 15

Traits:
Huge
Natural Weapons
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Vampires
Driven by an unholy lust for blood

these fiends fear the light.  They often suffer
from manias like a fear of crosses or running
water.  Vampires will attempt to blend in
and hide among humans in order to hunt
their prey but they cannot easily hide their
bloodshot eyes, enlarged incisors, and pallid
flesh.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 14
Knowledge 13
Personality 15
Strength 19

Traits:
Nocturnal
Undead

Velocoraptors
These little, predatory dinosaurs hunt

in packs.  Being relatively intelligent, some
of them can cast simple spells like “Jump
Scare.”

Agility: 13
Charisma: 6
Endurance: 13
Knowledge: 4
Perception: 13
Reflexes: 15
Strength: 8
Willpower: 11
Characteristics:

Awareness 13
Coordination 13
Knowledge 4
Personality 9
Strength 8

Traits:
Fast
Natural Weapons

Witches
By some stroke of luck these creeps

know some actual magic.  Not fireballs and
lightning bolts but curses, and sneaky
scryings are right up their alley.  Witches are
often found in the company of cultists.  Who
they use to screen their real powers.

Characteristics:
Awareness 13
Coordination 11
Knowledge 15
Personality 11
Strength 9

Traits:
Sorcery
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Converting Vehicles And Weapons
Real world weapon and vehicle statistics are fairly easy to convert to Twenty First

Century Plus.   The intention of the system is to reflect smaller differences in weapon models
while remaining functional within the range of the rules.  The damage formula is more complex
than I’d wanted but gives the range of results.  Keep in mind that the mass of the bullets is in
grams and that to do a fourth root you just push the square root button twice.

Weapon: Manufacturer Designation
Action: Semi, Auto, Etc
Ammunition: Rounds Clip, Magazine, Hopper 
Range: Muzzle Velocity / 10
Damage = 4/(Muzzle Energy x Bullet Mass x 1000)
Mass = Loaded Mass

Weapon Action Ammunition Range Damage Mass Cost
Beretta M81 Semiautomatic 12 Box 7.56 x 17 mm 30 6 0.765 $1000
Glock 17 Semi Automatic17 Box 9 x 19mm 35 8 0.865 $900
Colt 1911A1 Semi Automatic7 Box 11.43 x 23 mm 25 9 1.049 $800
Desert Eagle Semi Automatic 8 Box  9 x 33 mm 38 9 1.913 $1200
S&W M 10 Revolver 6 Cylinder 9 x 29 mm 23 8 0.912 $600
S&W M29 Revolver 6 Cylinder 10.97 x 33mmR 42 12 1.219 $900
Ingram M10 Selective 32 Box 9 x 19 mm 37 8 3.424 $800
Stirling L2 Selective 2x 32 Box 9 x 19 mm 39 8 3.44
H&K MP 5 Selective 30 Box 9 x 19 mm 40 8 2.71
FN FAL Selective 20 Box 7.62 x 51 mm  82 13 5.01 $1200
M-16 Selective 30 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 94 9 3.159 $1500
AK-74 Selective 30 Box 5.45 x 39 mm 90 8 4.151 $1200
H&K G41 Selective 30 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 91 9 4.1
M24 SWS Bolt Action 5 Internal 7.62 x 51 mm 79 14 6.074 $10000
M21 Semi Automatic 20 Box 7.62 x 51 mm 79 14 5.777 $2400
Remington1100 Semi Automatic 4 Tube 18.5 x 70 mm 38 10 (4@6) 3.381 $900
Ithaca MAG10 Semi Automatic 2 Tube 19.7 x 89 mmR 34 25 (54@3) 4.870 $1400
Mossberg M500 Pump 5 Tube 18.5 x 70 mm 38 18 (12@5) 3.207 $500
Minimi Selective 100 Box 5.56 x 45 mm 92 9 10 $2400
M60 Full Automatic 100 Belt 7.62 x 51mm 86 14 20.3 $5200
Ares Stoner Full Automatic 200 Belt 5.56 x 45 mm 84 11 8.037
M2HB Selective 100 Belt 12.7 x 99 mm 93 30 14.56 $12000
M79 Break Action 40 x 46mm 8 4 2.927 $1900
M203 Break Action 40 x 46mm 7 4 1.589 $1700
M72 Rocket
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Vehicle: Manufacturer Designation
Class:
Cost:
Mass:
Capacity: Cargo, Passengers
Top Speed:
Stall Speed:
Climb Rate:
Range: Fuel Capacity / Mileage
Armour:  /(Mass / n), Tank 1, Heavy 2, Normal, Light 4
Features:

Vehicle: M2 Bradley
Cost:
Mass: 22.94t
Crew: 3
Capacity: 6
Top Speed: 64 km/h Road, 14 km/h Water
Range: 483 km
Armour: 151 1510
Features:

M257 Smoke Discharger (4)
Night Vision
Stabilized Turret

Armament:
1 x 25mm Bushmaster Chain Gun
1 x 7.62mm Machine Gun
2 x TOW Missile Launchers

Vehicle: M1A2 Abrams
Cost: 8.92M
Mass: 62t
Crew: 4
Capacity:
Top Speed: 72 km/h
Range: 391 km
Armour: 248 2480
Features:

Night Vision
Range Finder
Stabilized Turret

Armament:
1 x 120mm M256 Gun
1 x 7.62mm Coaxial Machine Gun
1 x 7.62mm Machine Gun
1 x 12.7mm Machine Gun

Honda CR-V
Class: Sport Utility Vehicle
Cost:
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Mass: 1452 kg
Crew: 1 
Capacity: Cargo, 3Passengers

Top Speed: 177 km/h
Range: 13.2 km/l
Armour: 22 / 220
Features:

GPS

Ford F150
Class: Pickup Truck
Cost:
Mass: 1845 kg
Crew: 1
Capacity: Cargo, 3 Passengers
Top Speed: 195 km / h
Range: 6.5 km/l
Armour: 25 / 247
Features:

GPS

H1 Hummer
Class: Military Truck
Cost:
Mass: 3003 kg
Crew: 1
Capacity: Cargo, Passengers
Top Speed: 140 km/h
Range: 4.5 km/l
Armour:  /(Mass / n), Tank 1, Heavy 2, Normal, Light 4
Features:
Armament:

AAV7
Class: Amphibious Assault Vehicle
Vehicle: Manufacturer Designation
Cost:
Mass: 22.838t
Crew: 3
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Capacity: 25 passengers
Top Speed: 64km/h road, 14km/h water
Range:482 km
Armour: 107 / 1068
Features:

Turret
Armament:

1 40 mm Grenade Launcher
1 x 12.7mm HMG

BTR 80
Class: Wheeled Troop Transport
Vehicle: Manufacturer Designation
Cost:
Mass: 13.6t
Crew: 3
Capacity: 7 Passengers
Top Speed: 57 km/h
Range: 600km
Armour: 82 / 825
Features:

Turret
Armament:

14.5 mm KVT MG
7.62 mm PKT MG

BMP 2
Class:
Cost:
Mass:14.6t
Crew: 3
Capacity: 7 Passengers
Top Speed: 65 km/h
Range: 600 km
Armour: 85 / 850
Features:

Turret
Armament:

1 x 30mm gun
1 x 7.62 coaxial MG
1 x At-5 Missile Launcher

Type 85
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Class: Main Battle Tank
Cost:
Mass: 41t
Crew: 3
Capacity: Cargo, Passengers
Top Speed: 57 km / h
Range: 500 km
Armour: 202 / 2024
Features:

Turret
Armament:

1 x 125mm gun
1 x 7.62 mm coaxial MG
1 x 12.7mm AAHMG
2 x Smoke Grenade Launcher

T - 80
Class: Main Battle Tank
Cost:
Mass: 48.362 t
Crew: 3
Capacity: Cargo, Passengers
Top Speed:70 km/h
Range:450
Armour: 220 / 2199
Features:

Advanced Armour
Turret

Armament:
1 x 125mm gun
1 x 7.62mm coaxial MG
1 x 12.7mm AA MG
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